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1920 and those appointed in or after that year. Of the total just one-
third were appointed in the earlier period, and although the figures
are small it is clear that at that time more younger men (although no
women) were being put on the commission of the peace than is the
case to-day. In fact, we find four recent cases of justices being actually
over 70 when first appointed, again contrary to the Home Oifice
opinion. This is not a phenomenon peculiar to the Survey Area, and
it is presumably to be explained partly by war losses and partly by,
the decline in the number of young landowners with sufficient
private means to make them available for such unpaid public
service; otherwise it is hard to understand why advisory com-
mittees to-day should experience a greater difficulty than did their
predecessors in discerning judicial capacity in persons of less than
50 years of age.
table 59
Number of magistrates of given age at date of appointment

Petty sesstotial division 
Under
29 
30-39 
40-49 
JO-J9 
60-69 
70 and
over 
Total 
Appointed before 1920   .
Appointed in or after 1920 
4
o 
5
7 
10
12 
1
21 
2
13 
0
4 
28
57 
Total 
4 
12 
22 
28 
15 
4 
85 
For attendances we are dependent on press reports, which often
exclude those justices who come in after the opening of the court.
Subject to this qualification, and considering only those justices who
were qualified to sit throughout the whole of 1936, an examination
of the press reports of sessions held during 1936 in the first five
petty sessional divisions enumerated above shows that:
9 per cent, of the justices attended 75 per cent, or more of sessions
25       „         „        „	„       50-75 per cent, of sessions
3**       j>	»        5?	»       25~~5°       »	3?
28       „         „        „	„      less than 25 per cent, of sessions.
In the Abingdon Petty Sessional Division the justices are divided
into two panels attending alternate sessions.
The petty sessions are courts of summary jurisdiction, i.e. the
justices sit without a jury. To remand a prisoner a single justice
suffices; otherwise two justices form a quorum and exercise tie full
powers of the court. Courts elect their own chairmen annually, but
in Oxford and Abingdon the mayor, if present, is entitled to preside.
The latter procedure is commonly followed in boroughs which
are conterminous with a petty sessional division, but it has been

